
How Do We Respond to Calls to
Discuss  Justice  in  the
Church?
How do we respond to calls to discuss justice in the church?
Not only is this a hot issue right now, but it is a critical
issue to discuss. Because it is crucial, we need to address it
in the church.

Approaching the Conversation
Primarily, we need to be intentional about how we approach the
conversation (and yes it should be a conversation, not just
one person teaching or giving a monologue). First, we need to
be extra intrigued as to why others think differently than we
do. We need to let them talk and accept their reactions as
genuine. We need to stay away from rejecting what is being
told by attributing a bad intention.

Second, we need to take note of whether we are processing the
information as facts, filters, or identity{1} on our part
individually, but as well look to know where others are coming
from and why. Our goal should always be understanding, not
only of issues but also of other people’s perspectives.

Third, we need to be interested and ask questions, not to beat
the other person but to seek reciprocal knowledge regarding
why we differ or where the disagreements and pressure points
are.

Fourth, we need to learn reflective listening, to correctly
rephrase  what  we  hear  others  to  be  saying  in  the  tricky
moments in a manner that reassures the other person: “This is
what I hear you saying. Did I get it right? Do I understand
you correctly?” The importance at this point is that the other
person gets to decide whether he/she is being understood. By
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engaging in these approaches, what is hopefully conveyed to
others is that the fundamental purpose of our discussion is to
dialogue—to understand each other, not only find out who is
correct.{2}

Defining Terms
As with almost any discussion today, I think it is necessary
to define terms. This discussion especially calls for defining
the term “justice” before we can even begin. For instance,
when having this discussion are we saying merely “justice”, or
the  now  popular  term  “social  justice”,  or  a  seemingly
Christian claim to “biblical justice?” This alone takes up a
good chunk of the discussion. Read how one popular journalist
describes this dilemma: “I put on my prospector’s helmet and
mined the literature for an agreed-upon definition of social
justice. . . . What I found,” he bemoans, “was one deposit
after another of fool’s gold. From labor unions to countless
universities to gay rights groups to even the American Nazi
Party,  everyone  insisted  they  were  champions  of  social
justice.”{3}

The word justice in Scripture means to prescribe the right
way, {4} and the two key metaphors used in Scripture are level
scales and an even path (Deuteronomy 16:18-20; Isaiah 1:16-17;
Amos 5:21-25; Matthew 23:23). Now any variation of justice
could  refer  to  Christian  attempts  to  eradicate  human
trafficking, help the inner-city needy, creating hospitals and
orphanages,  overturn  racism,  and  safeguard  the  unborn.  I
propose we call this biblical justice and use a definition
provided by pastor, speaker, and author Dr. Tony Evans: “The
equitable and impartial application of the rule of God’s moral
law in society.”{5} He arrives at this definition because
God’s ways are just (Deuteronomy 32:4) and He is the supreme
lawgiver (James 4:12), therefore His laws and judgments are
just and righteous (Psalm 19:7-9; 111:7-8). Furthermore, they
are  to  be  applied  with  no  partiality  (Deuteronomy  1:17;



Leviticus 19:15; Numbers 15:16).

What is social justice then? Recently, social justice has
brought  on  an  exceptionally  charged  political  meaning.  It
turned into a brandishing poster for groups like Antifa, which
finds  physical  aggression  against  persons  who  believe
differently  as  both  morally  justified  and  tactically
successful,  and  praises  its  underreported  verbal  beatings.
Social  justice  is  the  brandishing  poster  for  universities
across  the  country  where  the  “oppressor  vs.  oppressed”
narrative of Antonio Gramsci and the Frankfurt School (Note:
Oppression is a biblical term. The prophets precede these
authors by millennia! The term or its presence in the world is
not automatically in this area.), the deconstructionism of
Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida, and the gender and queer
theory  of  Judith  Butler  have  been  inserted  into  the  very
definition of the term.{6}

As Evans summarizes,

Social  justice  has  become  a  convoluted  term  meaning
different things to different people. It is often used as a
catchphrase  for  illegitimate  forms  of  government  that
promote the redistribution of wealth as the collectivistic
illegitimate expansion of civil government, which wrongly
infringes on the jurisdictions of God’s other covenantal
institutions (family and church).{7}

However biblical the roots of the term social justice are, it
has been hijacked (still as some might criticize what is going
on  for  other  reasons).  There  is  a  concern  labels  can
oversimplify matters and make binary classifications. Pitting
“biblical justice” against “social justice” brands is making
binary means of seeing ideas and dangers, creating a false
dichotomy.  Certainly,  there  are  things  that  the  “social
justice”  group  is  doing  that  is  other  than  the  biblical
response  to  advocating  justice.  However,  several  of  the
concerns that they are raising are reasonable. One of the



troubles is that they are recommending political solutions to
problems that are beyond complicated and in the end need God’s
divine  change  of  individual  hearts.  But  labels  can  also
clarify distinctions between various models. Therefore, for
the sake of clarity, I propose when we are discussing justice,
we aim for the meaning of biblical justice. After clarifying
and defining terms, we would want to check and make sure all
interested parties are on the same page.

CRT
Now I we need to address Critical Race Theory (CRT) because I
believe these ideas are a problem that infiltrate Christian
thinking  and  the  church.  Legal  scholar  and  law  professor
Richard Delgado defines CRT:

The critical race theory (CRT) movement is a collection of
activists and scholars engaged in studying and transforming
the relationship among race, racism, and power. The movement
considers many of the same issues that conventional civil
rights and ethnic studies discourses take up but places them
in a broader perspective that includes economics, history,
setting,  group  and  self-interest,  and  emotions  and  the
unconscious.  Unlike  traditional  civil  rights  discourse,
which  stresses  incrementalism  and  step-by-step  progress,
critical race theory questions the very foundations of the
liberal order, including equality theory, legal reasoning,
Enlightenment  rationalism,  and  neutral  principles  of
constitutional law. {8}

I think we can all agree racism is bad, and because CRT has
been pushed to the forefront and claims to deal with the issue
of racism, it has been extremely easy for Christians to adopt
a terrible framework with good intentions. This needs to be
corrected.  Otherwise,  it  remains  an  elephant  in  the  room
especially for Neo-Fundamentalist Evangelicals and Mainstream
Evangelicals (as defined by Michael Graham here).
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As pastor and theologian Dr. Voddie Baucham points out, the
movement has several qualities of a cult, including keeping
near  enough  to  the  Bible  to  prevent  instant  exposure  and
concealing the truth that it has a different theology and a
novel  lexicon  that  deviates  from  Christian  orthodoxy.  In
traditional  cult  style,  they  steal  from  the  common  and
acknowledged, then immerse it with different connotation. {9}
The worst part about this theory is there is no final solution
to the problem. CRT just offers an endless cycle of division
and racism at worst. At best, it draws attention to the sin of
racism.

There is much more that can be said on this, and I would
suggest anyone who wants to explore this more read the books
listed in my bibliography below. Most of them cover CRT in
some fashion.

Does Focusing on Biblical Justice Get Us
Off Mission?
I want to address the concern of whether focusing on biblical
justice gets the church off mission. I think the mission of
the church is to equip the saints and make disciples. That is
a broad vision. The question is still whether focusing on
biblical justice is part of that mission. If it is not already
clear in the definition of the term above (even the name
biblical justice supplies a hint to this answer), I would like
to clearly and explicitly answer whether this is part of the
mission of the church.

The  responsibility  of  the  church  is  to  perform  biblical
justice for the poor, orphans, widows, foreigners, enemies,
oppressed,  hungry,  homeless,  and  needy.  Scripture  concerns
biblical  justice  particularly  to  these  parties  as  a  main
matter; for it is these parties that best denote the powerless
in the world and take the burden of injustices. The church is
not to harm or ostracize the poor (James 2:15-16), or to have



status and racial prejudice (Galatians 2:11-14). Instead, the
church  is  appointed  to  take  on  the  basic  needs  of  the
disadvantaged. I would also point out (particularly for the
Evangelical Christians) this does not mean promoting reckless
handouts, which the Bible rigorously forbids (2 Thessalonians
3:10; Proverbs 6:9-11; 10:4; 13:18; 30-34).

Furthermore, Probe Ministries President Kerby Anderson made a
marvelous point (to me over email) regarding Christians in the
workforce:  “ALL  Christians  are  to  be  salt  and  light.  But
believers  who  are  CALLED  to  positions  related  to  justice
(judges, lawyers, law enforcement, political leaders) are to
use their gifts to promote justice. Not only is that not OFF
MISSION, but it is exactly their mission in their job.”

Ultimately,  doing  justice  satisfies  the  two  highest
commandments granted to us by Jesus: to love God and love
others (Matthew 22:37-40). “Biblical justice is a foundational
part of fulfilling the purpose of the church as intimated by
the heart of God. It is a result of God’s people becoming one
through being what God has called us to be and participating
in what He has called us to do—justice.”{10}

Asians and Other Minorities
Usually, at least in our environment, the discussion about
racial friction is likely a black/white discussion, although
lately it has come to be obvious that this is not only a
black-and-white discussion. Often, people of Asian background
are not being addressed in any way. Now the COVID pandemic
ignited  some  racial  prejudice  and  hatred  against  Chinese
individuals and other Asian individuals. What we are getting
more in the news and social media is that for Asians, issues
have shifted, and matters appear to be extremely different for
them. So, you look at these events and, I believe for certain
individuals, they are living with more concern since, whether
they have faced that sort of prejudice, they are watching it
being discussed in the news and on social media. So, for those



that are reading this and even considering this for the first
time,  I  want  to  point  out  what  is  truly  a  shortage  of
emotional quotient in the sense we relate with each other.
Jesus speaks, “treat people the same way you want them to
treat you.” {11} One of the shifts of philosophy demands that
we manage to stop seeing people through a lens of stereotypes
that  we  have,  and  see  the  one  we  are  relating  with
individually. I believe it is extremely useful to think about
our longing to develop the proper sort of community in our
church. The further we take part and understand the various
types  of  life  encounters  and  experiences  that  individuals
have,  the  richer  we  will  be  as  we  communicate  with
individuals.

Recommendations for the Church
As  Tony  Evans  says,  “Theology  must  never  be  limited  to
esoteric biblical conclusions void of practical strategies for
bringing God’s truth to life through our obedience and good
works.”{12} The church needs to take the lead in creating
unity through clearly showing it in our lives. What I would
recommend the church does is follow this three-point plan:
{13}

1. Assemble: Unified Hallowed Meeting

Build a community-wide pastors’ group that meets consistently
and holds a yearly sacred gathering (Isaiah 58:1-12; Ephesians
2:11-22).

a. Begin or enter a racially and denominationally varied
community  of  kingdom-inclined  pastors  in  our  community
region.  A  national  group  has  already  been  formed  at
letstalklive.org/.

b. Come together consistently with kingdom-inclined pastors
to improve relations, offer reciprocal support and to meet
the demands of one another.

https://letstalklive.org/


2. Address: Unified Caring Tone

Aggressively cultivate disciples who speak out with unified
messaging, presenting biblical truths and answers on current
social problems (John 17:13-23; Matthew 28:16-20).

a. Pursue common ground and common goals that encourage
biblical answers to current problems needing to be tackled,
instead  of  becoming  caught  on  the  areas  of  conflict.
Demonstrate grace.

b. Hold conversation groups and prayer meetings to discover
biblical responses to social problems.

3. Act: Unified Community Affect

Jointly organize our church to achieve a noticeable spirit of
continuing  good  works  enhancing  the  good  of  underserved
neighborhoods (Jeremiah 29:5-7; Matthew 5:13-16).

a. Create a group for business leaders who would like to
help in establishing work prospects and economic growth for
underserved areas.

When we work together to Assemble, Address, and Act for God’s
kingdom in the public, we will create a larger effect as one.
The  extent  of  our  unity  will  affect  the  extent  of  our
influence.

Notes
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Was Darwin a Racist?
In some circles to even ask this question and impugn Darwin’s
integrity conjures up charges of secular blasphemy. After all,
Darwin  is  well  documented  as  holding  views  on  slavery
commensurate  with  the  great  William  Wilberforce  himself.
Darwin was repulsed by any cruelty of humans on humans.

Darwin was by all accounts an affectionate husband, loving
father, defender of the oppressed, and just an all round good
and decent man. So how could one accuse him of racism? You
simply need to read his second major work on evolution, The
Descent of Man.

As Benjamin Wiker makes clear in his recent biographical book,
The Darwin Myth: The Life and Lies of Charles Darwin, Darwin
insisted that his theory of natural selection and evolution be
understood  as  a  purely  natural  and  undirected  process.
Consequently, he could only see humans and apes as the result
of a real struggle for survival. By all accounts, humans were
winning. There was also a severe struggle going on between the
races of man.
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I  recently  coauthored  a  book  with
Sharon Sebastian entitled Darwin’s Racists: Yesterday, Today,
and Tomorrow. In chapter three we discuss Darwin’s explanation
of the differences between men and apes from The Descent of
Man.

In Chapter 6, On the Affinities and Genealogy of Man, Darwin
argues that he expected the civilized races of men to fully
exterminate the savage races of men in just a few centuries.
He also expected the anthropomorphous apes [Ed. note: those most like

humans]  (gorillas  and  chimpanzees)  to  become  extinct.  As  a
result, he believed that the gap between humans and animals
would  eventually  be  much  greater  than  exists.  Darwin
postulated that this higher form of man would come from the
current Caucasian race. In his book, Darwin states that the
current gap between apes and humans is between the gorilla, on
the ape side, and the Negro or Australian aborigine, on the
human side:

The break will then be rendered wider, for it will intervene
between man in a more civilized state, as we may hope, than
the Caucasian, and some ape as low as a baboon, instead of
as present between the Negro or Australian and the gorilla.

Darwin’s foremost German disciple, Ernst Haeckel, made even
more dramatic statements. According to Haeckel, if you want to
draw a sharp boundary between the human races and the apes,
“you must draw it between the most highly developed civilized
people on the one hand and the crudest primitive people on the



other, and unite the latter with the apes.” Elsewhere Haeckel
identifies these cruder and primitive races as the Australian
aborigines and the South African Bushmen, which he says, still
live  in  herds,  climb  trees  and  eat  fruit.  According  to
Haeckel, certain more primitive groups of “people” are more
ape than human.

Darwin  certainly  did  not  invent  racism.  Prejudice  because
someone is “other” than us has always been a part of human
existence. What Darwin did provide was a scientific rationale
that justified racial prejudice. Implicit in Darwin’s struggle
for existence is that some forms of a species would be more
fit for the current environment than others. From Darwin’s
vantage  point,  the  Caucasian  or  European  race  was  well
underway to surpassing the other “human” races because of
their  intelligence,  culture,  and  superiority  in  war  as
demonstrated routinely in conflicts between Europeans and any
other race or culture to that point.

Darwin’s ideas were used to launch the first eugenics society
in Britain headed by his cousin, Francis Galton. Darwin’s son,
Leonard,  later  served  as  President  of  the  same  society.
Margaret Sanger drew her inspiration for what became Planned
Parenthood from Darwin and saw a need to control the breeding
of poorer and less fit humans.

If humans are a part of a naturalistic struggle for existence,
then it logically follows that some tribes and races of humans
will be more fit than others. And since with Darwin’s help, we
now understand this struggle, why not help it along by slowing
down  the  breeding  of  those  less  fit?  Or,  as  Hitler
rationalized,  eliminate  them  altogether.

To be sure, Darwin himself would likely have been horrified by

the excesses of the early 20th century eugenics societies and
the national excesses of Nazi Germany, Stalinist Russia, Mao’s
Cultural Revolution and Pol Pot’s regime of extermination. But
they all thought they were simply aiding and abetting the



process of natural selection.

You can order a copy of the book at the Probe Online Store.
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A Little Kramer in All of Us?
Comedian Michael Richards—”Kramer” on TV’s Seinfeld—saw his
racist tirade at African-American hecklers ignite a firestorm.
Mel Gibson, whose earlier anti-Semitic rant made headlines,
said he felt compassion for Richards.{1}

Lots of people have dark sides. Maybe everyone. Maybe you.

I do.

Remember Susan Hawk? Her infamous diatribe against another CBS
Survivor contestant declared if she found her “laying there
dying of thirst, I would not give you a drink of water. I
would let the vultures take you and do whatever they want with
you.”{2}

Richards—like Gibson—apologized profusely. Prominent African-
American comic Paul Mooney says Richards told him privately,
“He didn’t know he had that ugliness in him.”{3}

I can identify with Richards’ surprise at his darker inner
impulses.  My  own  failing  was  private  rather  than  public,
differing in degree but not in kind. It taught me valuable
lessons.

Growing up in the US South, I learned from my parents and
educators to be tolerant and accepting in a culture that often
was not. Racism still makes my blood boil. I’ve sought to
promote racial sensitivity.
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One  summer  during  university,  I  joined  several  hundred
students—most of us Caucasian—for a South Central Los Angeles
outreach  project.  We  spent  a  weekend  living  in  local
residents’ homes, attending their churches, and meeting people
in the community.

A friend and I enjoyed wonderful hospitality from a lovely
couple.  Sunday  morning,  their  breakfast  table  displayed  a
mountain of delicious food. Our gracious hostess wanted to
make sure our appetites were completely satisfied. It was
then, eying that bountiful spread, that it hit me.

I realized that for the first time in my life, I was living in
Black persons’ home, sitting at “their” table, eating “their”
food,  using  “their”  utensils.  Something  inside  me  reacted
negatively. The strange feeling was not anger or hatred, more
like mild aversion. Not powerful, not dramatic, certainly not
expressed.  But  neither  was  it  rational  or  pleasant  or
honorable or at all appropriate. It horrified and shamed me,
especially since I had recently become a follower of Jesus.

The  feeling  only  lasted  a  few  moments.  But  it  taught  me
important lessons about prejudice. Much as I might wish to
deny it, I had inner emotions that, if expressed, could cause
terrible pain. I who prided myself on racial openness had to
deal with inner bigotry. How intense must such impulses be in
those  who  are  less  accepting?  Maybe  similar  inner
battles—large  or  small&edash;go  on  inside  many  people.  I
became deeply impressed that efforts at social harmony should
not neglect the importance of changing human hearts.

Holocaust survivor Yehiel Dinur testified during the trial of
Adolph  Eichmann,  the  Nazi  leader  responsible  for  killing
millions of Jews. When he saw Eichmann in the courtroom, he
sobbed and collapsed to the floor. Dinur later explained, “I
was afraid about myself. I saw that I am capable to do this. .
. . Exactly like he. . . . Eichmann is in all of us.”{4}



Jeremiah, an ancient Jewish sage, wrote, “The human heart is
most deceitful and desperately wicked. Who really knows how
bad  it  is?”{5}  A  prescription  from  one  of  Jesus’  friends
helped me overcome my inner struggles that morning in South
Central: “If we say we have no sin, we are only fooling
ourselves and refusing to accept the truth. But if we confess
our sins to [God], he is faithful and just to forgive us and
to cleanse us from every wrong.”{6}
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South  African  Apartheid
Leaders  Apology  for  Racial
Sins
Could the world use a bit more contrition, forgiveness and
reconciliation?

Recent international news reports brought a startling example
of contrition by Adriaan Vlok, former Law and Order Minister
under South Africa’s apartheid regime.

Robert Enright is an educational psychology professor at the
University  of  Wisconsin-Madison  and  president  of  the
International Forgiveness Institute. He laments the fact that
despite society’s conflicts, “almost never do we hear public
leaders  declaring  their  belief  that  forgiveness  can  being
people  together,  heal  their  wounds,  and  alleviate  the
bitterness  and  resentment  caused  by  wrongdoing.”  {1}

Here’s an exception.

During the 1980s, conflict raged between South Africa’s white
minority  Afrikaner  government  and  the  black  majority
opposition. One former African National Congress operative—now
a government official—told me over breakfast in Cape Town that
his responsibilities back then had been “to create chaos.”
Mutual hostility and animosity often reigned.

Bombing Campaign
In 1998, Adriaan Vlok confessed to South Africa’s Truth and
Reconciliation Commission that in 1988 he had engineered the
bombing of the headquarters of the South African Council of
Churches, a prominent opposition group. The bombing campaign
also included movie theaters showing “Cry Freedom,” an anti-
apartheid film. {2}
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I had tickets to see “Cry Freedom” in Pretoria for opening
night, but the screening was cancelled. The next morning, a
bomb was discovered in the theater I would have attended.

You might imagine my interest when BBC television told of
Vlok’s recent attempt to reconcile personally with Rev. Frank
Chikane, former head of the South African Council of Churches,
the group whose headquarters Vlok had bombed. Chikane, now
director  general  of  the  South  African  president’s  office,
reports that Vlok visited his office and gave him a Bible with
these words inscribed: “I have sinned against the Lord and
against you, please forgive me (John 13:15).”

An Example to Follow?
That biblical reference is Jesus’ Last Supper admonition that
his disciples follow his example and wash one another’s feet.
The inscription’s words echo those of the Prodigal Son who in
the famous biblical story returns home after squandering his
inheritance, hopes his father will accept him as a hired hand,
and says, “I have sinned against heaven and against you.” {3}
The father rejoices over his return, warmly receives him as
son, and throws a welcome celebration.

Chikane tells what Vlok did next: “He picked up a glass of
water, opened his bag, pulled out a bowl, put the water in the
bowl, took out the towel, said ‘you must allow me to do this’
and washed my feet in my office.” Chikane gratefully accepted
the gesture. {4}

Vlok, a born-again Christian, later told BBC television it was
time “to go to my neighbor, to the person that I’ve wronged.”
He says he and his compatriots should “climb down from the
throne on which we have been sitting and say to people, ‘Look,
I’m sorry. I regarded myself as better than you are. I think
it is time to get rid of my egoism my sense of importance, my
sense of superiority.'” {5}



Startling contrition, indeed.

Forgiveness Components
The late and renowned ethicist Lewis Smedes stressed three
components of forgiving others: “First, we surrender our right
to  get  even….  Second,  we  rediscover  the  humanity  of  our
wrongdoer…that the person who wronged us is a complex, weak,
confused, fragile person, not all that different from us…. And
third, we wish our wrongdoer well.” {6}

Former U.S. Senator Alan Simpson has quipped that those in
Washington, DC traveling “the high road of humility” won’t
encounter “heavy traffic.” {7} Too often the same holds in
workplaces, neighborhoods and families. Could Vlok’s example
inspire some changes?
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Duke  Lacrosse:  Ethical
Reflections
Written by Rusty Wright

The Duke lacrosse story has multiple ingredients for explosive
media coverage: sex, race, politics, criminal charges, sports,
class, a prestigious institution the list goes on.

Like many Duke alumni, I have personal convictions about the
scandal. My Duke experience was and remains positive. So I’m
biased. But I’m also realistic. Houston, we have a problem.

As much of the civilized world knows, a hired African-American
stripper alleged some white players raped her at a lacrosse
party.  The  accuser  attended  nearby  North  Carolina  Central
University. The accused maintain their innocence. The lacrosse
coach resigned. Duke cancelled the season.

During basketball season, it was often “All Duke, all the
time” on America’s sports pages. Through much of the Spring,
it became “All Duke, all the time” on the front pages.

Nowadays at Duke, quips one professor, historical calendars
are not reckoned “BC” and “AD” but “BLC” and “ALC.” “Before
the Lacrosse Crisis” and “After the Lacrosse Crisis.”

I’m  glad  Duke  President  Richard  Broadhead  emphasizes  the
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presumption of innocence in criminal law. Travels in Eastern
Europe and the former Soviet Union have exposed me to chilling
stories about presuming guilt.

At  an  April  reunion,  I  found  the  campus  buzzing  with
controversy. Some students conveyed deep personal pain about
race and gender issues. At their national tournament in May,
Duke  women  lacrosse  players  wore  wristbands  and  headbands
supporting the men’s team.

Broadhead commissioned an ongoing Campus Culture Initiative
emphasizing  responsibility  and  respect.  In  my  view,  he’s
handled a difficult situation with exceptional grace, dignity,
and transparency.

What ethical lessons might come from this episode? Of course,
if rape occurred, punishment should ensue.

But setting aside the rape allegations, what about the ethics
of hiring a stripper? What principles should determine how we
act in life?

When I was an undergraduate, a friend from the fraternity next
door excitedly told me the dean had just given his fraternity
permission to host a topless dancer at their Saturday night
party in university housing.

Fast  forward  to  2006.  On  one  television  program,  a  woman
argued that her own stripping had paid her college bills, and
besides, it allowed her to exercise power over men.

Suppose you were a Duke student. Should you host or attend
such  a  party?  Hiring  a  stripper  broke  no  laws.  Both  the
players and the young woman could claim benefit. What’s the
harm?

A  pragmatist  might  maintain,  “In  retrospect,  it  was  more
trouble  than  it  was  worth.”  A  libertarian  might  assert,
“Stripping’s OK, if no one gets hurt.” Some absolutists might



say, “No. Never.” Feminists could argue either side. Stripping
exploits women as sex objects, a negative cultural influence.
Yet a woman needs to earn a living.

Duke  ethicist  Elizabeth  Kiss,  soon  to  become  Agnes  Scott
College president, recommends a starting point for answering
the classic question, “How should I act?” She notes that the
“Golden Rule” appears in various forms in different faith
traditions.

Good  point.  Jesus  said,  “In  everything,  therefore,  treat
people the same way you want them to treat you.”

The Jewish Talmud says, “What is hateful to you, do not do to
your neighbor.”

Muhammad said, “Not one of you truly believes until you wish
for others what you wish for yourself.”

On Duke’s main quadrangle sits a plaque containing the first
article of the university’s bylaws. The statement promotes
truth, scholarship, freedom, tolerance, and service. It begins
as follows:

“The aims of Duke University are to assert a faith in the
eternal  union  of  knowledge  and  religion  set  forth  in  the
teachings and character of Jesus Christ, the Son of God….”

Hmmm. An ethical guideline worth considering?
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Race and Racial Issues – A
Biblical  Christian
Perspective
Kerby Anderson looks at the issue of race from a Christian
worldview  perspective.  The  Bible  clearly  teaches  that  all
people are valuable and loved by God with no distinction based
on race. As Christians, we are called to set an example by
seeing all peoples as worthy of our love and our respect.

 This article is also available in Spanish.

Race has divided people in our world for millennia, and the
prejudice of racism is still with us today. So in this article
we are going to focus on some important aspects of race and
racial issues.

At the outset we should acknowledge that, although we will use
the term “race” through this discussion, it is not a very
precise term. First, the Bible really only talks of one race:
the human race. Superficial differences in skin color, hair
color, hair texture, or eye shape may provide physiological
differences  between  people  groups.  But  the  Bible  doesn’t
provide  any  justification  for  treating  people  differently
simply because of these physical differences.

The Bible teaches that God has made “from one blood every
nation  of  men”  (Acts  17:26).  Here  Paul  is  teaching  the
Athenians that they came from the same source in the creation
as everyone else. We are all from one blood. In other words,
there are no superior or inferior races. We are all from the
same race: the human race.
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Race is also an imprecise term in large part because it is not
based  upon  scientific  data.  People  of  every  race  can
interbreed and produce fertile offspring. It turns out that
the so-called differences in the races is not very great. A
recent study of human genetic material of different races
concluded that the DNA of any two people in the world would
differ  by  just  2/10ths  of  one  percent.{1}  And  of  this
variation,  only  six  percent  can  be  linked  to  racial
categories.  The  remaining  94  percent  is  “within  race”
variation.

Let’s put it another way. All the racial differences that have
been so important to people for generations are statistically
insignificant  from  a  scientific  point  of  view.  These
differences are trivial when you consider the 3 trillion base
pairs of human DNA.

A third reason the term “race” also lacks precision is due to
interracial marriage. While it is probably true that the so-
called races of the world were never completely divided, it is
certainly  true  that  the  lines  are  becoming  quite  blurred
today. Take golfer Tiger Woods as one example. His heritage is
Thai, black, white, Chinese, and Native American.

Isn’t it ironic that at a time when racial lines are blurring
more and more each generation, the government still collects
data  that  requires  individuals  to  check  one  box  that
represents their racial or ethnic heritage? A growing number
of  people  are  finding  it  hard  to  classify  themselves  by
checking just one box.

The Curse on Ham

Sadly, one of the most destructive false teachings supposedly
based on the Bible is the so-called “curse on Ham.” Ham was
one of Noah’s three sons (along with Shem and Japheth).

In the past, certain cults and even some orthodox Christian



groups have held to the belief that the skin color of black
people  was  due  to  a  curse  on  Ham  and  his  descendants.
Unfortunately, this false teaching has been used to justify
racial discrimination and even slavery.

One group said, “We know the circumstances under which the
posterity of Cain (and later Ham) were cursed with what we
call Negroid racial characteristics.”{2} Another group argued
that “The curse which Noah pronounced upon Canaan was the
origin of the black race.”{3}

First, let’s clearly state that the Bible does not teach that
people with black skin color are cursed by God. This curse was
not  the  origin  of  the  black  race  or  black  racial
characteristics.

Second, it wasn’t Ham who was cursed but his son Canaan (Gen.
9:18-27; 10:6). Only one of Ham’s four sons (Cush, Mizraim,
Put, and Canaan) was cursed, so how could all black people be
cursed?

As it turns out, the curse on Canaan has unfolded in history.
The descendants of Canaan were perhaps one of the most wicked
people  to  live  on  earth.  They  were  the  inhabitants,  for
example, of Sodom and Gomorrah.

Third, even if a curse is given, the Bible clearly places
limitations on curses to three or four generations. In Exodus
20:5-6 God says, “You shall not worship them or serve them;
for I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God, visiting the
iniquity of the fathers on the children, on the third and the
fourth  generations  of  those  who  hate  Me,  but  showing
lovingkindness to thousands, to those who love Me and keep My
commandments.”

Notice that this passage seems to teach that curses based upon
disobedience are reversed when people repent and turn back to
obedience. So not only is a curse limited, obedience to God’s
principles can break it.



Fourth, the Bible teaches that the fulfillment of the curse on
Canaan took place with the defeat and subjugation of Canaan by
Israel (Joshua 9:23; 1 Kings 9:20-21). This had nothing to do
with placing black people under a permanent curse.

Although the idea of “the curse on Ham” has been dying a well-
deserved death, it is still important to remember that not so
long ago people were misinterpreting a biblical passage to
justify their racism and discrimination. No one race or people
group is inferior to any other. In fact, the Bible teaches
that preferences based upon race, class, or ethnic origin are
sinful and subject to God’s judgment (James 2:9-13). All of us
are created in God’s image (Gen. 1:27) and have value and
dignity.

Racism

Racism has no doubt been the scourge of humanity. It usually
surfaces from generalized assumptions made about a particular
race or cultural group. While it is wrong and unfair to assign
particular  negative  characteristics  to  everyone  within  a
racial group, it is done all the time. The bitter result of
these racial attitudes is intolerance and discrimination.

Often  racism  goes  beyond  just  individual  attitudes.  These
racial attitudes can become the mindset of a particular people
group who may use cultural as well as legal means to suppress
another race. These cultural norms and laws can be used by the
majority race to exploit and discriminate against the minority
race.

Although  racism  has  existed  throughout  the  centuries,  it
gained  an  unexpected  ally  in  the  scientific  realm  in  the
nineteenth  century.  In  1859,  Charles  Darwin  published  his
famous  work  The  Origin  of  Species  by  Means  of  Natural
Selection of the Preservation of Favored Races in the Struggle
for Life. It was the last part of that title that no doubt



furthered  some  of  the  ideas  of  racial  superiority  that
flourished during that time.

It is not at all clear that Darwin meant to apply the concept
of favored races in this particular book to human beings. In
fact,  he  did  write  more  on  this  subject  later,  but  the
provocative  nature  of  the  subtitle  was  enough  to  fuel
discussions about racial superiority and inferiority. Later
Darwinists took the concept far beyond what Charles Darwin
intended.

So why do people hold racist attitudes? Three reasons are:
feelings of pride, feelings of inferiority, and feelings of
fear. Pride and arrogance fuel racism. When we are proud of
who  we  are,  we  can  easily  look  down  upon  those  who  are
different from us and do not manifest the same characteristics
that we do. We can start believing we are superior to another
person or race.

Racism,  however,  can  come  from  the  opposite  end  of  the
emotional spectrum: inferiority. We may not feel good about
ourselves.  So  in  order  to  feel  good  about  ourselves,  we
disparage another person or race.

Racism  also  results  from  fear.  We  fear  what  we  don’t
understand. We fear what is strange and foreign. Racial and
cultural differences may even seem dangerous to us. Racial
attitudes can surface if we don’t seek to know and understand
those who are different from us.

We should stand strong against racism and racist attitudes
wherever we find them: in the society, in individuals, even
within the church.

Biblical Perspective

We have already noted that the Bible really only talks of one
race: the human race. Superficial differences in skin color,



hair  color,  hair  texture,  or  eye  shape  may  provide
physiological differences between people groups, but the Bible
doesn’t  provide  any  justification  for  treating  people
differently simply because of these physical differences. The
Bible teaches that God has made “of one blood all nations of
men” (Acts 17:26 KJV).

The Bible also teaches that it is wrong for a Christian to
have  feelings  of  superiority.  In  Philippians  2,  Paul
admonishes the Christians to live in harmony with one another.
They are to have a gentle spirit toward one another, and to
let this gentle spirit be known to others.

Christians are also admonished to refrain from using class
distinctions within the church. In James 2, believers are told
not to make class distinctions between various people. They
are  not  to  show  partiality  within  the  church.  Showing
favoritism is called sin and the one showing favoritism is
convicted by the law. Surely these commands would also apply
to holding views of racial superiority and inferiority.

Likewise Paul instructs Timothy (1 Tim. 5:21) to keep his
instructions  without  partiality  and  to  do  nothing  out  of
favoritism.  This  command  would  also  exclude  making  racial
distinctions based on a view of racial superiority.

Finally, we see that Paul teaches the spiritual equality of
all people in Christ. For example, he teaches in Colossians
3:11 that “there is no distinction between Greek and Jew,
circumcised and uncircumcised, barbarian, Scythian, slave and
freeman, but Christ is all, and in all.” This is a significant
passage because it shows that Christ has removed four kinds of
distinctions: national distinctions (Greek or Jew), religious
distinctions  (circumcised  or  uncircumcised),  cultural
distinctions  (barbarian  or  Scythian),  and  economic
distinctions  (slave  or  free).

A similar passage would be Galatians 3:28: “There is neither



Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free man, there is
neither male nor female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus.”
In Christ, our human distinctions lose their significance. No
one is superior to another. A believing Jew is not superior to
a believing Greek. A believing slave is of no higher rank than
a believing free person.

Racism and racist attitudes are wrong. Christians should work
to remove such ideas and attitudes from society.

Becoming Culturally Sensitive

Here are some suggestions on how to become more sensitive to
differences in race and culture.

First, we need to take an accurate assessment of ourselves.
Often our assumptions and predispositions affect the way we
perceive and even treat others. A person who says he or she
has no prejudices is probably in denial. All of us perceive
the world differently and find it easier to accept people who
are like us and harder to understand people who are different
from us.

Our cultural worldview affects how we perceive others. It
affects how we evaluate what others think and what others do.
So  an  important  first  step  in  becoming  more  racial  and
culturally sensitive is to evaluate ourselves.

Second, we should try to empathize with others. We must start
learning how to look at life and our circumstances from the
viewpoint of others. Instead of trying to make others think
like us, we should strive to begin to begin to think like
them. That doesn’t mean we have to agree with their viewpoint,
but it does mean that becoming empathetic will be helpful in
bridging racial and cultural barriers.

Third, learn to withhold judgment. Tolerance (in the biblical
sense of the word) is a virtue we should cultivate. We should



be willing to put aside our critical thinking and judgment
until we know someone better. Taking the time to listen and
understand  the  other  person  will  help  build  bridges  and
dismantle barriers that often separate and isolate races and
cultures.

Fourth, do not consider yourself superior to another. One of
the root causes of racism is a belief in racial superiority.
Paul tell us in Romans 12:3 that a man should not “think more
highly of himself than he ought to think.” Differences in race
and culture should never be used to justify feelings of racial
superiority which can lead to racist attitudes.

Fifth, develop cross cultural traits. A missionary who goes
overseas must learn to develop personal traits that will make
him  or  her  successful  in  a  new  and  different  culture.
Likewise, we should develop these traits so that we can reach
across a racial and cultural divide. Friendliness and open
communication are important. Flexibility and open-mindedness
are also important. Developing these traits will enhance our
ability to bridge a racial and cultural gap.

Finally, we should take a stand. We shouldn’t tell (or allow
others to tell) racial and ethnic jokes. These are demeaning
to others and perpetuate racism and racial attitudes. Instead
we  should  be  God’s  instrument  in  bring  about  racial
reconciliation. We should seek to build bridges and close the
racial and cultural divide between people groups and reach out
with the love of Jesus Christ.
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Athlete  Ranks  New  Life
Greater Than Olympic Gold
Suppose  you  had  a  chance  to  win  a  medal  at  the  Athens
Olympics. Could anything make you turn it down?

Olympic success can bring fame, lifetime honor and lucrative
endorsement  contracts.  Olympic  games  usually  bring  many
inspiring  stories  of  victory  through  determination  and
achievement  despite  adversity.  Stars  are  born  and  careers
receive quantum boosts.

Consider British hurdler Tasha Danvers-Smith. She has been
ranked sixth in the world in her event. Her Olympic prospects
looked bright.

But her ticket to the Athens track was never punched. It
wasn’t injury or defeat that kept her from competing in the
games. It was her personal choice.

Tasha Danvers married her coach, Darrell Smith, in November
2003. In early 2004, she was in excellent physical shape and
keenly  focused  on  her  training.  Then,  as  she  told  the
Telegraph newspaper, she felt tired all the time, feeling flat
for no reason.

In the spring, a home pregnancy test showed positive and she
learned she was nine weeks pregnant. “I was in shock, reports
Danvers-Smith. I only took the test because I wanted to stop
myself worrying about it. Not for one minute did I think it
would be positive. The couple had not planned to start a
family until after the Olympics.

Having  a  baby  in  December  would  eliminate  her  chances  of
competing  in  Athens  in  August.  It  would  increase  their
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expenses and mean lean times. They did not own a home and were
living with her husband’s parents. She – through her athletic
competition – was the main source of income.

As she put it, When my body is my business, then if my body is
not functioning, there is no business.

Feeling  devastated,  the  couple  considered  an  abortion.  It
would seem a simple solution to an inconvenient problem, a
comparatively easy way to eliminate an obstacle to the success
and recognition she sought.

The  thought  [of  an  abortion]  did  cross  our  minds  as  an
option,”  recalls  Danvers-Smith.  But  this  line  from  the
Scriptures kept coming into my head: ‘For what shall it profit
a man, if he shall gain the whole world and lose his own soul?

She tried to convince herself that she should terminate her
pregnancy but struggled through her tears with an alternative
she could not accept: “For me, the whole wide world was the
Olympics. At the same time, I felt I would be losing my soul.
It just wouldn’t fit well. It would be a forced decision . . .
something that wasn’t going to make me happy at all.

Aiming now for the 2008 games, she seems happy with her choice
and philosophical about her mixed metaphor situation: Life
throws you curve balls and you just have to roll with the
punches.”

Abortion is, of course, one of today’s most controversial
issues. But regardless of one’s views on this emotionally
explosive topic, it seems appropriate to admire the dedication
of a woman who wrestled with an agonizing decision and made
her choice to bear her child and postpone possible future
glory and fortune.

Regardless of what success eventually comes her way, might
that choice become Danvers-Smith’s lifetime golden moment?
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